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Onomatopoeia
The word onomatopoeia comes from two Greek words. It literally 

translates as ‘name I make’. 

Does this give you a clue as to what onomatopoeia means?

Onomatopoeia are words that imitate or copy 
the sound they describe.



Examples of Onomatopoeia
Say these examples out loud. 

Can you hear how they copy the sound they are describing?

pop

bang

buzz

hiss drip



Common Onomatopoeia
Onomatopoeic words are often seen when they are 

describing the noises made by:

water

air

voices

collisions

animals

splash

drizzle

drip growl

giggle

chatter

clink

crash

thud swish gasp

swoosh

oink

cheep

miaow



Why Use It?
Using onomatopoeia can add meaning or dramatic effect to your writing. 
For example, think about the different image you get in your head for the 

following sentences:

The same action happens every time but the use of onomatopoeia makes 
some sentences sound like the crash was more severe. You can almost hear 

the sound made by the car in each example. 

The car hit the wall with a bump. 

The car hit the wall with a crunch. 

The car hit the wall with a bang. 

The car hit the wall with a whack. 



Task 1

Today’s task is to write a poem about sounds. The obvious feature 
related to sound is onomatopoeia. This means that you should pack 
your poem with as much relevant onomatopoeia as you can to make it 
fun.

Remember that your poem is about all sounds; therefore, you can write 
about whatever you want.

Tip: it would be a good idea to give your poem a good title that ties 
everything together.

• Some ideas for a theme are:
Sounds at the beach Sounds at a funfair
Sounds in the playground Sounds at a football stadium
Sounds of a forest Sounds in my dreams



Features Tick List
Onomatopoeia
Alliteration
Rhyme
Similes

Squares should do all features.

Triangles should do rhyme, alliteration and onomatopoeia.

Circles should do alliteration and onomatopoeia.

Super challenge: can you design the layout of your poem so that it reflects 

what you’re writing about? Think about how the shape of your poem 

reflects sound. Think about the use of indentation, line lengths and 

stanzas.

REMEMBER TO WRITE ABOUT SOMETHING THAT YOU ENJOY! 

HAVE FUN!


